
The civil war
Aranya Chakraborty

AIS Mayur Vihar, VIII B

Once a thief stole a car,

this petty thing led to a civil war.

Roosevelt sided with the thief,

but Lincoln was the other army’s chief.

Roosevelt said, “It was only a car the

thief took,

this mistake even God can overlook!”

Lincoln argued, “The car he took costs

10 crore,” this statement led to an uproar.

George Washington went on a fast,

even the sky was overcast.

John F Kennedy declared a curfew,

no one was allowed till the flowers were

soaked with the morning dew.

Missiles were being loaded in Russia,

and all this worried the Prime Minister

of India.

He immediately contacted the President

of Costa Rica,

together they decided to fly to United

States of America.

When they reached, America was com-

pletely in ruins,

the whole of California was transformed

into sand dunes.

Can you believe what started this war

was only a petty thief who stole a car.

I hope America will start anew, 

with this, I say thank you.

Different shades
of friends

Simran Chhabra, AIS Noida, VIII C 

Friends are like a rainbow colourful,

they make our lives cheerful.

The seven colours of a rainbow,

bring happiness and wipe away sorrow.

The violet one makes us realise that our

life is beautiful,

and makes us feel that it will be fruitful.

Indigo boosts the confidence in us

to go ahead and prove our talent.

Blue is forever there for us,

like friends who are precious.

Green makes us feel we are one of a kind,

when we feel lonely, they relax our mind.

Yellow adds daylight to our life,

and is there to cheer us up.

Red, the special one makes us complete,

and is always there to support whenever

we compete.

These colourful and wonderful mates

come when we want to create

a new colour can add to our life.

with these seven colours in my life,

I’ll remember them always,

like the rainbow with colours of life,

after the long, rainy and stormy days.G  T
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Mosaic Senior

Muskan Tewari

AIS Pushp Vihar, IX A

Ingredients
Pepper papad (medium size) ............8 

Cottage cheese (paneer) ........150 gms

Ginger (chopped) ............½ inch piece

Green chilli ( chopped)..................1-2

Red chilli powder ......................½ tsp

Cumin powder (roasted) ............½ tsp

Coriander leaves (chopped) ......2 tbsp

Chaat masala ..........................½ tbsp

Black pepper ............................½ tbsp

Salt ....................................as per taste

Method
� Cut all the papads into halves.

� In a bowl, mix paneer, ginger,

green chillies, salt, chilli powder,

roasted cumin powder, chaat
masala, black pepper and coriander

leaves.

� Roast papad halves directly over an

open flame or hot tawa and shape

immediately into a cone.

� Arrange the cones in individual

small glasses and stuff them with

the cottage cheese mixture.

� Serve immediately.

Surudhip Raam, X A &

Vinayak Shrote, IX B, AIS Vas 1

H
i, I am Karthik, a southie. I took

a flight along with my parents

from Chennai to Delhi, when I

was hardly eight. As the flight landed,

the first thing that hit me hard, more than

other diverse relief features of the city

was the striking tone of the people. But

I could never imagine what was to fol-

low next.

When I secured a seat in one of the

schools in Ghaziabad and started attend-

ing the school, there were students who

would call me ‘kaala’, not in whispers

but loud enough for the world to hear.

Day by day their mockery grew and my

heart bled. My parents constant support

gave me the courage to handle the prob-

lem on my own.

One day, I decided to take the matter to

my school principal. Yes, that was the

quickest and the sure-shot measure for

temporary relief. I thought deeply about

it and realised that I need to do some-

thing that would make my classmates

understand that what really matters is

not the colour of the skin or good looks

but the grey matter and the heart of a

person.

I proved my worth by not only topping  t

in academics, but in other genres like

taekwondo too! In these five years of

schooling in Ghaziabad, I have won ac-

colades and many hearts too! 

Today, I have friends who call me to

clear doubts in academics, request for a

painting or poetry, an essay, to share

jokes or just hang out. But above all,

now my friends call me by my name,

Karthik.

To conclude, friends, once there was

somebody who commented on Dr APJ

Kalam’s hairdo. To this, Dr Kalam

replied that what actually matters is not

the hair, but what is inside the head.G  T
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Paneer papad roll

Yes, that was the quickest
and sure-shot measure

for temporary relief.

1. What is the full name of Hog-

warts’ headmaster, Dumbledore?

2. What was it that enabled

Gryffindor’s sword to become a

weapon to destroy Horcruxes? 

3. Name the prison that Gellert

Grindelwald created to imprison

his enemies.

4. What are the three Ds of 

Apparition?

5. What is given to a wizard when

he comes of age?

6. You are searching for evidence

in the house of a dark wizard,

which is believed to be aban-

doned. Yet an auror would always

confirm, and thus you wish to

find out if there is another human

except you in the house. Which

spell would you find best to use?

7. Name the character who was

given a life sentence in Azkaban

for the murder of the Riddles?

8. Where did Harry Potter see the

sign of the deathly hallows for

the first time?

9. What was the name used for

Buckbeak in the letters between

Harry and his godfather?

10. Whose death did Voldemort

use to convert Nagini into a Hor-

crux?

Brush ‘n’ Easel Katyayani Bhargava
AIS  Saket, XII EAre you a Potterhead? Prove it!

Answers: 1. Albus Percival Wulfric Brian Dumbledore 2. Basilisk Venom 3. Nurmengrad 4.
Destination, Determination and Deliberation 5. A watch 6. Homenum Revelio 7. Morfin Gaunt

8. Marvolo Gaunt’s ring 9. Witherwings 10. Bertha Jorkins

Aditi Gupta 

AIS MV, IX A

�Abraham Lincoln
�Adolf Hitler
�Albert Einstein
�Neil Armstrong
�Helen Keller

People one
Must Know
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